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Agenda 

•:o Overview of Project Status 

*:. Purpose of Meeting and Expected Outcome 

*:- Schedule 

•:- Discuss Resolution of Key NRC Comments 

*:o Other Anticipated Changes to Licensing Guideline 

•:* Wrap Up (Action Items, Expectations) 
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Project Status 

*:. NEI/EPRI Task Force met with NRC on April 26, 2001 

•:* Revised Licensing Guideline (Draft E) issued in July for NRC 

and broad industry review 

• NRC provided comments on draft E 

* Most easily incorporated into final revision 

* Discussion beneficial on some proposed resolutions 

,"I-I1-

Expected Outcome 

Reach a mutual understanding of NRC comments and 

proposed resolutions 

-:- Meeting with NEI/EPRI Task Force to finalize changes 

o:- Take away results of these meetings to produce final 

Revision 1 to be submitted for NRC endorsement 
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Project Schedule

o:o October 2000 

o:° December 2000 

o:o March 2001 

o:* April 2001 

o:o June 2001 

o:o July - Sept. 2001 

o:o Dec. 2001 

• TBD

First meeting of small working group 

Complete approach for revised guideline 

Full Task Force meeting 

First meeting with NRC 

Issue first draft for industry and NRC review 

Discuss draft with NRC 

Submit guideline to NRC for formal approval 

NRC issue endorsement in - (?)

=- Ifll
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Discussion of NRC Comments 

•:° Proposed resolution of NRC comments is described in handout 

> Do not intend to discuss comments marked "resolved" 

>- Revisit these at the end of the meeting, time permitting 

o Save discussion of comments regarding treatment of software 

common mode failure in the licensing guideline for the end 

* Most "open" comments listed in the handout relate to this topic 
- Review "open" comments after discussion
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;1
Software Common Mode Failure 

•:. Based on NRC and industry comments, need clarification of 
the Licensing Guideline approach for treatment of software 
common mode failure (SWCMF): 

SPut SWCMF in context 

)- When is defense-in-depth and diversity evaluation per BTP-19 
required? 

> Under what conditions does the potential for SWCMF cause a 
modification to "screen in" to 10 CFR 50.59? 

>- Under what conditions is the likelihood of a SWCMF sufficient 
such that an LAR is required? 

.r.•-._ 2I

Common Mode Failure in Context 

•:- Single, active failures considered in licensing basis 
>- Single failure criterion in IEEE 603, 279, 379 

•:o Plant is not designed to cope with common mode failures of 
hardware (HWCMF) 

> Hardware failures result from design/manufacturing flaws or 
degradation processes such as wear/corrosion 

> Likelihood of HWCMF minimized by design control, 
qualification, maintenance, testing 

•:- Software failures are a result of design flaw 

> Apply similar controls to minimize likelihood 

For qualified software-based systems, where is the 
likelihood offailure in the context of otherfailures? 

• ' •--ri2l
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Software Common Mode Failure (

Single, active failures of 
qualified equipment 

Treated in design 
and licensing basis 

Software CMF for 
qualified equipment 

Treated by quality processes 
/ with added assurance of safety 

through D-in-D&D analysis 

Hardware CMF 
Treated by quality 
processes & qualification

"F Il

Reasonable assurance of 
low likelihood achieved by: 

Documented processes (design, 
V&V, config. control) 
Compliance with industry, 
regulatory standards 

o Quality Assurance (10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B) 

SQualification of platforms 
(hardware and software) 

*. Design characteristics

D-in-D&D (per BTP-19) compensates for uncertainty 
in likelihood

Z)

=_=I(21

Defense-in-Depth and Diversity 

SRM to SECY 93-087 (ALWR) addressed SWCMF: 

)P Common mode failures are "beyond design basis" 

0 Still warrants evaluation of Defense-in-Depth and Diversity (D3) on 
best-estimate basis to demonstrate vulnerabilities to CMF have been 
adequately addressed 

• May require diverse backups to cope (can be non-safety*) 

BTP-19 reflects understanding that software failures in qualified 
systems are "beyond design basis" 

*:* D3 per BTP-19 expected as part of design for upgrades to 
RTS/ESFAS systems (with or without LAR) 

> Also for cumulative effect of multiple digital upgrades 

>- For component upgrades D3 may be very simple 

>- If likelihood is comparable to HWCMF, may not be necessary 

N,'= 'El- •2
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10 CFR 50.59 Screening

Single failures 
.........  

Potential marginal 
increase = adverse

K
*:. Does the upgrade create an adverse 

effect? 

o:- With high assurance that likelihood of 
SWCMF is comparable to HWCMF, 
there would be no adverse effect 
> High quality, excellent operating 

history screen out 
- Otherwise, identical upgrades to 

redundant safety system I&C 
channels screen in

.-rF`l-l

10 CFR

C

50.59 Evaluation

Likelihood of Malfunctions: 

v Determine if reasonable assurance 
exists that likelihood of software failure 
is significantly below that of single, 
active failures 

• Qualitative evaluation 

> Standards, regulations, processes, 
qualification 

o If likelihood is low, then there is no more 
than a minimal increase 

> Otherwise, prior NRC review would 
be required

N11 Il

71

e

T. I

/

Single failures 

Increase < Minimal 

C SW C W1j
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10 CFR 50.59 Evaluation

Single failures 
..........  

Do not need to 
evaluate SWCMF

Results of Malfunctions of SSCs: 

*: Determine if results are different than (and 
not bounded by) those evaluated in UFSAR 

o:o Consider malfunctions that are as likely as 
those already considered in UFSAR (NEI 
96-07, Rev. 1) 

Do not need to evaluate SWCMF as a 
malfunction in 50.59 evaluation if likelihood 
is shown to be low 

> Otherwise, SWCMF would create 
different results, and prior NRC review 
would be required

11F

0 
.0

Other 50.59 Issues 

- License Amendment could be required due to: 

> Tech Spec changes 

> Combining previously separate functions (in a way that creates 
malfunctions with different results) 

m Reducing diversity (using one platform in multiple applications) 
> Reducing performance (response time, accuracy, etc.) 
> Introducing different failure behavior that affects design 

function 

> Significant HSI changes 

I•" I iI1•1l
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Wrap Up 

*:* Additional Questions/Issues? 

• Action Items 

* Expectations 
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nrc comments.xIs 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F G 

Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
n Licensing 

NRC 1.1 "Background." First paragraph, last sentence, Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 

suggest changing the concluding phrase to read, 
"...require pe-i-a4---1ro Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) s-r-utiny p.j." 

2 
NRC 2.0 "Definitions and Terminology." Definition for Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 

"safety related" states, "see safety systems." 
This should be "see safety systems, structures, 

3 and components." 

NRC 2.0 The definition of "diversity" references IEC Make sure the definition is consistent Resolved 

880 and EPRI TR-100516. The definition should with the NUREG and BTP, and add 
also be reconciled with the definition of reference to these regulatory documents.  

diversity as stated in NUREG/CR-6303, BTP-19, (See also NRC comment on Sect. 6.3).  
and with respect to the single failure 
criterion 10 CFR 50.55a (h) (IEEE 279, 603).  

4 
NRC ...' 3. 1,21 "Digital Issues'in the Upgrade P. cess." The Delete "large-scale" in 2nd paragraph. Open 

second paragraph implies that a Defense-in- SDiscussion abot the need to do defense
Depth and Diversity (D-in-DbD) ana ,isw in-deptih and diversitely (D3 analis per 

be expected for only large scale safetysystern BTP-19 is provided in sections 4.c2.1 

2 'upgtades, 'A series crfl)small 4i'gital retrofits. (brief) aqnd 6.51 (more detail) . Aýdd 

p etformed and. irtegated-over.a ~period. of. years,7 words to'Section 6M.5.1 to clarify that 

pargrpht e teqre -andindicaheq ed tie ohef ts eofte 

patculrl to BTP-1 col be aded ' g' huidbeline sideruaelywhen dterminin 

NRC .1.2 "FaiureAnalsis. In he ntrouctoy Frthier discussion wit MT4and chiamateresle 

7 of the SR5. Matt agreed no action is 
required to address this comment.  

6 ___________________________________
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nrc comments.xls 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F 
Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
n Licensing 

NRC 3.1.2, The fourth paragraph discusses "dependability" Add a definition of "dependability" Resolved 
4th where "reliability" may be more appropriate. (from COTS guideline based on NUREG) to 

paragraph section 2 definitions. We believe 
dependability is used appropriately in 
this case. Also see resolution for 
comment in row number 21.  

7 
NRC 3.1.2, In the sixth paragraph, the last sentence Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 

6th should be revised, to distinguish the failure 
paragraph analysis in the design process with that in the 

50.59 process, to read, "Here in the 50.59 
process it is important to maintain focus ...  

8 
NRC 3.2.2 "Requirements." First paragraph, last sentence Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 

discusses the need for adequate communication 
between licensee and vendor. This could be 
elaborated to add the need to continue 
communication between the vendor's design team 
and licensee's plant systems engineers, 
operators, maintenance and testing staff to 
ensure that the system requirements have been 
correctly and completely included in the 
software and hardware requirement 
specifications.  

NRC 3.2.5 "Operation, Maintenance, and Support-" Last A reference to BTP-17, "Guidance on Self-Resolved 

paragraph could include a reference to BTP-17. Test and Surveillance Test Provisions" 
will be added as noted.  

10
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nrc comments.xls 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F G 
Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
± n Licensing 

NRC 4.2.1 Technical E valuations." The second paragraph Further discussion with Matt Chiramal Open 
discusses D-in-D&D analysis for substantial revealed that his primary concern is 
upgrades to the RPS and ESFAS. Such an that the diversity and def ense'-in-depthh 
Nnl2.iemg y bene-essarty intupgrades are made t fo plant protection functions in the 
to parar safety, -ystem- 'that we;ould impact RPSa original plant design could be affected 

parag andpESFAS. - Forexmedeifrhe analog seif changes are made to systems other 

anTh transeetterss that provide separate eean the function" (e verbiage that 
t$~7tS~isolated ,input.- to6RPS, PANS, \,other sftY'oi 

bcupsystems,, an r conto mytmesuwrae cihanged:. with f T-9 .  

sa ftrany schancge to the plan 

-digital ssemDy&Drg'A convertersthna considerati'on should~be d~iven as to the> 

NRC.21 I a'te Ys}el oryr gudnYceandinusr Iefects the change may have on diversity 
iue4stnad ands.deuensei-ic-depthdfor RPS/ESFAS 

3 eureet.¾ugs If tint cfnis, would affect 
t'tK -~~,~J~t the' iversity and defenseindpho 

and~~~~~i Gudnc. n the D3 aarah is 

MW~t~v~ ~. .the. original' plant .de-sign, then hD 
ana 4 I½ lysis should be~promd 

NRC 4.2.1 We agree with the statement in the 5th Add a statement to 5th paragraph to Resolved 
5th paragraph about the decrease in reliability and clarify that level of quality should be 

paragraph safety of un-needed diverse back-ups. "sufficient for the system to perform 
Therefore, assure that the level of quality for the function" (use verbiage consistent 
back up systems are commensurate with the with BTP 19) 
safety significance of their functions.  

NRC 4-2.1, Indicates regulatory guidance and industry Incorporate change as noted. Rsle 
Figure 4- standards -should include regulatory 

3 requirements. Suggest "Regulatory Requirements 
and Guidance." In the 5th paragraph, first 
sentence, add regulatory requirements to the 
phrase "regulatory guidance," to read 
"...regulatory requirements and guidance." 

13
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nrc comments.xis

A I D
Name' 

Organizatio 
n 

NRC -

Section 
of 

Licensing

E
Comment

I -. I- F

14

F
Resolution

Based on further discussion with Matt 
Chiramal, the main concern behind this 
comment !s screening of changes that may 
compromiJse diversity (such as when the 

sam t•~nmiteris installed in 
differ *t ystems w-here a common mode

Supplement 4.3.1 with discussion such as 

that which appears in paragraph 5 of 

4.3.2.

15 1 1_ , .. . - ,
NRC "Does the activity'result in more than.  

minimal increase in the likelihood of 
occurrence of a malfunction of an SsC impoý-tant 
to safety?" In the 6th paragraph cr i, 

being taken for diagnosstics•: to'-ed.s 
system malfunctions. Diagnostics iw.  

failures, but to reduce the likelihood of 

system malfunctions, immediate analysis for 

root cause and subsequent corrective actio ns 

needsto be undertaken to return the eqi..imcT 

and system to service.

Clarify that self-diagnostics 
accompanied by corrective action 
procedures'and program can improve the 
dependability of a train of a system, 
therefore the system-level design 
ft ýction is preserved.

- .� '-'-I-��e�ePTht�

Page 4 of 10

10/11/01 
12:27 PM

"Does the activity result in more than a 
minimal increase in the frequency of occurrence 
of an accident?" The last sentence of the last 
paragraph states that new equipment is expected 
to be more reliable than replaced equipment 
thus the change would not be more than a 

minimal increase in likelihood of occurrence.  
The sentence should be changed to include a 
statement that the expected reliability must be 
assured in some manner - e.g., refer to 
paragraph 5 of Section 4.3.2.

U

I- - .-- � -

Open 

Resolved

1 r,

nr,ýT,
.v

I)

U

snanus
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D
Section 

of 
Licensing

Comment

nrc comments.xls

F

10/11/01 

12:27 PM

ResolutionName/ 
Organizatio 

nI
NRC 4.3.2, Not a good example - the NRC's SER for pre- Example will be clarified to indicate Open 

Example 4 qualified PLC platforms has several plant- that the open items in the SER that are 
4 -specific open items that the licensee is appropriate and applicable to the 

required to close out, and some items that are specific plant will be addressed and the 
to be submitted for NRC review. 50.59 process will be followed.  

17 
NRC 4.3.2, Second sentence contains '"...therefore, there is The example refers to the motor driven Resolved 

Example 4 no concern with common mode failure issues." pumps using different controls. Change 
5 The phrase "no concern" should be replaced by the second sentence to read: "This 

something like "low likelihood of common mode single pump provides backup to the two 
failure." motor driven Auxiliary Feedwater pumps 

that d use di4-ffr-n diqital 
controls, and therefore therc is no 
eený ,t common mode failure i 
A- issues-fo-rthi-s mQoifia&iQn." 

18
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nrc comments.xls 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F G 
Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
1 n Licensing 

NRC 4.3.6, "Does the activity create a possibility for a The key question is when does a digital Open 
Paragraph malfunction of an SSC important to safety with upgrade to a system with redundant 
s 7 and 8 a different result?" NET 96-07,P Rev. 1 states channels need a license amendment on the 

"A malfunction that involves an initiator or basis of software common mode failiure 
failure whose effects are not bounded by those (SWCMF)? The draft Licensing Guideline 
explicitly described in the UFSAR is a used D-in-D&D results to answer this 
malfunction with a diffeprent res3ult." It- also question, but we agree that this 
has "An example of a chIaoge that would• create approach can lead to contradictory 

the possibility for a malfunction with a conclusions.  
different result is a substantial modification 
or upgrade to control station alarms, controls, we propose a revised approach which 
or displays that are associated with SSCs places greater emphasis on the 
important to safety that creates a new or likelihood of SWCMF. If the likelihood 
"common cause failure that is not bounded by is very low (e.g., close to that for 
previous analyses or evaluations." comon mode hardware failures due to 

design), then the upgrade does not 

The discussion in paragraphs 7 and 8 of NET 01- "create a new or common cause failure." 
01, Section 4.3.6, on credible failure analysis If the likelihood is significant (close 
and D-in-D&D analysis, apparently contradicts to that for single, active failures that 
the above statements in that changes to the are evaluated in the UFSAR) , then the 
facility with failure effects not explicitly upgrade would create a new common cause 
described in the UPSAR, are being implemented failure with different results. This 
uinder 50.59. approach is consistent with NEI 96-07, 

section 4.3.6 which states that "The 
possible malfunctions with a different 

result are limited to those that are as 
likely to happen as those described in 
the UFSAR.  
Add the example of "substantial upgrades 

to control stations..." 

4,3.6, To comply with 50.5c9 --r2iterion(c) (2) (vi), the See resolution above. Revise the Open 

paragraph discussion in paragraphs 7 and 8 should lead to example to clarify how the conclusion of 

s 7&8 and a conclusion that the chIanges described require "no new results of a malfunction are 
Example 14 the'licensee to obtaimý a license amendment per created" is reached.  

7 *50,90. This also applies~ to Example 4-7.  

120 _____________________________________________
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nrc comments.xls

A
Name/ 

Organizatio 
n

NRC

NRC

D
Section 

of 
Licensing

6.3

6.4

E

Comment

.4 4.
"Digital System Quality." First paragraph 
discusses "reliability." It appears that 
reliability and dependability may be used 
interchangeably throughout the document. A 
example see Section 6.6. Title uses 
dependability and body of document uses 
reliability and dependability. See also 
Sections 4, 5.3, and 5.4. It is not always 
clear what was intended.

s an

"Digital System Design and Performance." Most 
operating plants were designed to IEEE Std. 279 
1971. Digital equipment designed and installed 
to IEEE 603 will satisfy the requirements of 
IEEE 279 and is the most current guidance.  
However, it should be noted that incorporating 
a digital system into a plant per the 
requirements of IEEE 603 may require 
modifications (603's scope is larger) to the 
plant beyond the plant's license base (IEEE 
279).

F
Resolution

Add a definition of "reliability" to 
section 2 definitions (taken from 
appropriate standard, e.g. IEEE 353 
and/or 577). Verify that "reliability" 
and "dependability" have been used 
appropriately throughout the guideline.

Based on further discussion with Matt 
Chiramal, the punchline of this comment 
is that licensees that have been 
licensed to IEEE-279, do not have to 
meet IEEE 603 (although many vendors are 
now designing equipment to meet 603), 
but if they do meet 603, by default they 
will meet 279 also. Add discussion 
clarifying this issue to this section.

et f I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I i i

NRC
t,4/

6.4.5 "Security Considerations." Security has been 
an item of consideration for I&C systems, as 
reflected in IEEE Std. 279, 1971 requirements 
for access control. The NRC has revised its 
regulations and guidance to reflect the 
conversion to digital technology. In June 
1997, the NRC issued its Standard Review Plan 
(SRP) Chapter 7, Revision 4, 
(http://www.nrc.gov/NRC/NUREGS/SROBO/ 
CH7/homepage.htm) to address digital technology 
issues.  
See NRC comment write-up for additional 
discussion on the specific regulations and 
guidance.

zo _ _ __ _ _ 1 1 _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Add a new section for security/access 
control to emphasize the importance of 
security considerations, with reference 
to the appropriate regulatory guidance 
in the SRP.

Page 7 of 10
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nrc comments.xls 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F G 

Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
n Licensing 

NRC .General The document captures most of the items at Additional examples will be considered Open 
concern regarding pTantl chang-s involving based on discussions with NRC and the 
digital systems. However, in certain areas, a task force regarding specific areas 
few more xamples of changes that are .where clarification of the guidelines 
uperissible and not permissible under 50.59 intent is needed.  

woiftd 6ltrify the intent of the gnideline..  

245 
NRC 2 Definitions and Terminology - Suggest adding, Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 
(J . (CGIVI after Commercial Grade Item as the 

Bongarra abbreviation appears in subsequent Figure 3-1 
but is not identified elsewhere.  

NRC 2 Definitions and Terminology - Human-system Agree that improving the definition of Resolved 
(J. interface (HSI) . Suggest considering the use "HSI" is warranted. Will broaden the 

Bongarra of a broader definition of HSI such as: HSIs definition and incorporate the main 

are the information and control resources used concepts suggested in the comment.  

by plant personnel to perform their duties and 
tasks. Principal HSIs are: alarms, 
information displays (including procedures), 
and controls. Each type of HSI may be made up 
of hardware and software components and is 
characterized in terms of its important 
physical and functional characteristics. Use 
of HSIs is influenced directly by factors such 
as the arrangement of workstations and 
supporting equipment into facilities (e.g., a 
main control room, remote shutdown station, 
local control station, technical support 
center, and emergency operations facility) and 

the environmental conditions in which the HSIs 
are used, including temperature, humidity, 
ventilation, illumination, and noise. HSI use 

is also affected indirectly by other aspects of 

plant design and operation, such as crew 
training, shift schedules, work practices, and 

management and organizational factors.  

26
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nrc comments.xls 10/11/01 
12:27 PM

A D E F G 

Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
1 n Licensing 

NRC 3.1.2, Second full paragraph, beginning with, "At the Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 

(J. Page 3-4 engineering design stage..." Suggest including 

Bongarra the design of the HSI as one of the several 
factors that can affect the likelihood of 
system failure/dependability. The current 

text, and Figure 3-2, emphasize 
hardware/software influences on risk but are 

silent on the potential adverse effects of the 

27 HSI on risk/failure.  

NRC 4.2.2, "Screening Human-System Interface Changes" - In Agree that "minor changes" and "hardware Resolved 

(J. page 4-10 the second paragraph that begins, "However, interface" are not well defined.  

Bongarra minor changes in the human-system hardware Propose to revise the second paragraph 
interface..." This sentence introduces a new to read as follows: 

term, "human-system hardwam interface." Is an "It is important to note that not all 

HSI the same as a "human-system hlardware changes to the human-system interface 

interface" or different? More importantly, I fundamentally 

suggest striking the first two sentences of alter the means of performing or 

this paragraph. The quotation from NEI 96-07 controlling design functions. Some HSI 

Rev. 1 cited in the paragraph preceding and the changes that accompany digital I&C 

examples given in the paragraph that follows upgrades leave the method of performing 

stipulate those types of changes that should be the functions essentially unchanged.  

screened in. Introducing the concept of "minor Technical evaluations should 

changes in the human-system hardware determine whether ...  

interface..." forces the user/reviewer, using 

subjective judgement, to distinguish between 
"minor changes" and those that are not minor.  

I think that introducing the concept of minor 

changes is confusing and unnecessary.  

28
6.4.2 

page 6 9

I__________

"Human Factors" - See previous comment re: 
using the term "interface" to define 
"interface." Also suggest, in the paragraph 

that begins, "The principal concern related..." 
that "plant procedures" be substituted for 

"maintenance procedures" because system failure 

due to human error may be caused not only by 

maintenance procedures by plant operating 
procedures.

could be confusing here. Will change 
wording to ""The human-system interface 
includes all points of interaction 
between the digital system and plant 

personnel..." Also agree to substitute 
"maintenance procedures" with "plant 
procedures".

Page 9 of 10

NRC 
(J.  
Bongarra

29

1-solved



nrc comments.xls

Page 10 of 10

A D E F G 
Name/ Section Comment Resolution Status 

Organizatio of 
1 n Licensing 

NRC 6.6, page Suggest adding the following at the end of the Incorporate change as noted. Resolved 
(J. 6-15, 4th last sentence, "and the effective design of 
Bongarra paragraph associated HSIs that support operator/personnel 

from performance." The overall risk of failure of 
bottom+D7 digital upgrades is highly influenced by the 

30 adequacy of the HSI.  

12:27 PM 
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